In her no-holds-barred style, renowned diversity and inclusion thought leader Risha Grant will share her perspectives as a woman of color and her prescriptions as a diversity expert. She’ll share truths about unconscious bias, micro-aggressions and other actions that perpetuate discrimination and inequality. And, she’ll offer some practical advice for finding respect, understanding and inclusion. Grant will ask hard but necessary questions like:

- How do we address the present social unrest, racial injustice and real steps we can take now to promote inclusion?
- Where do we go from here?
- What are the next steps that we need to take as individuals to help to repair the rifts and move toward a society that’s both diverse and inclusive?

Thursday, October 1
11 am–12 noon

Register Today!

About Risha Grant:
Founder & CEO of Risha Grant LLC, an award-winning diversity consulting and communications firm, as well as an edgy, educational and motivational speaker, author Risha Grant is an internationally renowned diversity, inclusion and bias expert. She covers these topics as NBC KJRH’s community correspondent and host of the Risha Talks series. Through her Tulsa World column, Risha Talks and as a contributor to Black Enterprise Magazine, she has motivated and educated numerous corporations, associations, and universities. In her book, That’s BS! How Bias Synapse Disrupts Inclusive Cultures and the Power to Attract Diverse Markets and her corresponding “BS” Video Series, Risha has led audiences to new places of respect and understanding.